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PART I: FORM OF SUBMISSIONS

I . This reply is in a fonn suitable for ptiblication on the internet

PART 11: ARGUMENT

First issue: The confirmatory scope of s 212(2)

2. The Coriumonwealtli's case is that the statutory reqniteinents for confinnation in s 212(2) of

the NTA' are met if, when the NTA commenced, "public access to and enjoyment OF'

beaches was available, in the sense that members of the public could lawfulIy access and

enjoy tlTe beaches: CS t241. ' Confinnation does ITot depend o1T whether the juridical

foundation for such access and enjoyment was a legal righ/ (which in an 11/11mown number

of cases it might be, if for example statutory rights exist in respect of a particular beach), or

whether it was the coriumoiT law principle tlTat a person can do that which is not prohibited

(tl}e absence of such a prohibition with respect to unallocated Crown land, including

beaches, appearing 11T this case from s 164 of the Land, 4ct1933 (WA), as in force when the

NTA commenced). 'The First Respondents fail to respond to tlTat case. Instead, they

repeatedly and wrongly characterise the Coriumonwealth's constiTICtion as ITot pennitting

confiimation of a night of "public access to and enjoyment of ' beaches, if such a right

existed: RS t31-141; repeated at t311,1391,1401, t431,1461, t511,1541.

3. The First Respondents PUTpoit to accept that the absence of an express reference to "rights"

in s 212(2) is significant, and assert that they do not press a case that only a right of access

to and enjoyiTient of beaches could meet the reqttirements for confinnation: RS 18/, t221-

t281, t311; cf RS 1381 and t521). Yet they simultaneously. ontorid that the mealTing of the

words "access to and enjoyment of' in s 212(2) is such that the statutory expression can

only be satisfied where access and eruoyinent is by, or as of, right. Their path to that result

is by treating "access" and "enjoyment" as "concepts known to property law" (RS t81), and
ascribing to "o1Tjoyinei}I" a IOCl}Incalineaning that is said to connote "a noht, title orinterest

such as would warrant the enjoyer taking pleasure in the area itself and the person's

relationship to it; and as would sustain an action for its protection" (RS t241-t251). That

construction should be rejected. The authorities cited by the First Respondents do not

OStablisl} that "enjoyment" is a tenn of art ' or that it has the meaning or implication
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These subimssions adopt the abbreviations used in the Coriumonwealth's Consolidated Submissions (CS)
Longe v Allstrnl!hit Broadcasting Golportttion (1997) 189 CLR 520 at 564, cited in almana v Northern
Tell. to}y (2005) 141 FCR 457 at 480 (SGIway I)
As opposed to, forexainple, "quiet enjoyment". See also Webb, MCC"", ken (1906) 3 CLR 10/8 at 1023-
24,1026 (Grtffiths CJ, Baton I concu, ,ing), 1027-28 (0'Connor I)
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attributed to it. ' Even if they did (which is denied), the same textual ai}d contextual factors

referred to in CS 12/1-1221 mintate against the word being construed in this way, as do the
extnnsic materials discussed in CS t311-1331.5

4. The First Respondents' emphasis on the possibility of Parliament confinning a "Tight" of
public "access and enjoyment"is hollow, absent the identification of alegal "right" held b
"the public" (particularly with respect to uriallocated Crown land below the Inean high water
mark, which Is plainly a critical part of a beach in tenns of public access and err' o Grit,
and WITere statutory rights are unlikely) of a kind that would satisfy their definition of
"enjoyment" ill RS 1241-t251. The only example offered, being the right to fisl} and navigate,
is a distinct right, ' as is confinned by its separate treatment in s 212(I)(c): cf RS 1431-t441
Unless a right that satisfies the criteria in RS 1241-t251 can be shown to exist, tlTen on the
First Respondents' construction the enactmeiTt of s 212(2) would have been an elaborate
charade. ParliameiTt would have purported to confinn ptiblic access to and en' o Grit of

beaches only WITere there was a "riglTt" to such access and enjoyinent (RS 1251), when
actually no such right exists (RS 1421). Yet, despite that consequence, the First RespondeiTts
submit that the absence of any "general public right" to enter and enjoy Crown land is "the
end of any consideration of whether any such thing could be confiimed; as only that which
Is en'sting can be confinned PUTSuant to s 212(2)" (RS 1421). The practical effect of that
construction Is to write s 212(2) out of the NTA

5. The First Respondents' repeated assertion that tlie "ability" "bare ability" or "bare libert
to enter an area and there engage in a limited range of activities" is not enouglT to constitute

"public access to and enjoyment of' a beachisjust that - an assertion: CTRS t81,1321,1341,
1351,1471. In fact, a "bare ability" of that kind is sufficient to enable members of the public
to walk, rtm, sit and lie on the beaches; play games on the beaches; and go for. a swim, surf
or paddle - in other words, to "access" and "enjoy" those beaches in accordance witlT the

ordinary ITieaning of those words. Sectioi} 212(2) should bc construed accordinuly
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St He/grit. Smelting Co v Tipping (1865) 11 HL Gas 642 is a rillisance case brought by a property Qinier in
respect of damage to trees on his estate from vapours emanating from a copper smelter. There was no
consideration of the nTeaning of "enjoyment" in a direct sense. The passages cited from HdJ. rove v
Goldmnn (1963) 110 CLR 40 simply refer to the definition of nuisance as "unlawful interference with a
person's use or enjoyment of land" - but neither "use" nor "enjoyment" are ascribed techincal meanin s.
Ifit is unclear whether a word has been used in its ordinary or in a special sense, re ard ina be had to
extrinsic materials to determine the matter: Screen Alls!land v EME Prodt!ciions NO I FDJ Ltd (2012) 200
FCR 282 at 1481 (Keane CJ, Film and GIImour 11).
The public rights to fish and navigate do not extend landward of the intertidal zone: Hmper v Minister/by
Sea and Fishe"i's (1989) 168 CLR 314 at 229-30 (Brennan I); Co, "monw, "/ih , yo, .n, in. (1999) 101 FCR
171 at 12011, 12/31-t2191 (Be aumont and von Doussa JJ). Consequently, they do not provide an
explanation for the inclusion of "beaches" in s 212(2). Further, these lights are confined to tidal waters,
whereas s 212(2) includes non-tidal waters.
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6. Contrary to RS t271-1281, that is not to submit that the Land, 4, t1933 (WA) "provided" or

"created" an ability for members of the PITblic to access beaches. It is simply to recognise

that the Landrlct allows the public lawfulIy to 61Tter and remain on a beach, and while there

to engage In any activities that are not expressly proSCribed, subject to some positive step

being taken by the Crown to reinove or regulate that ability. Importantly, ITowever, tlTe legal

foundation for public access to and eixioyment of beaches just identified means that the

recognition of native title changed the position because thereafter, in addition to tlTe Crown,
holders of exclusive native title over beaches would also have been entitled to exclude the

public from those beaches. It was the fragile foundation of the public's access to beaches

that created the need for confinnation of that "existing public access". By enacting s 212(2),

Parliainent addressed that issue generally, favotwing "the principle of public access" over

the possibility that native title holders might exclude the public from beaches. InterestingIy,

the ITeed for s 212(2) would have been much less apparent on the First RespondeiTts'

constrLtction, for where there was a positive right to "access and 61xioyinent" tliat Inay well

have prevailed over inconsistent native title rights

7. Parliament could confirm "existing public access" at that general level, notwithstanding

possible impediinents to access to some beaches arising from geooraphical barriers or from

tenure in surrounding areas (RS 1281), be cattse public access to a beach will always be

possible at least from the seaward side. in any case, the First Respondents did not contend

in the courts below that it was necessary to establislT the physical ability to access a beach

beforeit could be the subject of a confinnatorylaw (cf RSI18(b)l, 1281; CAB 259-260 1181-

1191,12/1, 1241). The factual assertions in RS 1281 were not advanced before the trial judge,

are controversial, and should not be peruiitted to be raised for the first tnne in this Court

8. The effect of confirmation on ITative title will depend upon the nature and extent of any

extant native title, rather than the legal character of what was confirrned: cf RS 1351.7 The

point is that Parliament 11}usI 11a\, e beei} aware of tlTe potential for exclusive native title to

be recognised over at least some beaches, and the purpose of s 212(2) is to regulate the

exercise of native title vis-a-vis the public in those circurnstai}CGs. It is not the case that "all

prescribed places everywhere in Western Australia" will be subject to a confinnation. The

statutory requirement for existing public access and enjoyment when the NTA was enacted

plainly anticipated that there would be beaches where the public did not have lawful access

and enjoyment because, for example, tlTo area had been put to aiTother use (sucl\ as Reserve

51146 for harbour purposes in the south-eastem area oftlTe Bindunbur detennination: CAB
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7 In the first example in RS 1351, confinnatioii had no effect on native title; in the second, the effect is
brought about by s 47B, not confirrnation; in the third, there is co-existence as there is no native title right
to control access
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402). For the two reasonsjust stated, the effect of confirmation will ITot be "universal".

9. The First Respondents contend that the CommonwealtlT's construction should not be

preferred because it will have a broad affect on tl}e "value, exercise aiTd enjoyment of

(particularly) exclusive native title" (RS 1351, t371, t461-1471, 1531). The premise for that
subinission is that exclusive ITative title exists over exiensive areas of beaches. That is

precisely the possibility tlTat Parliament sought to address by enacting s 212(2). The

provisioiT should be construed so as to give effect to ParliameiTt's policy choice that access

to aiTd enjoyment of Australia's beaches is to be shared by all

10. There is no basis for the submission that to accept the CoriumonweatlT's construction of

s 212(2) would be to accept "that Parliament intended to radically rewrite and clarify the

difficult and unresolved law of the foreshore oftl}e sea": cf RS 1371. Section 212(2) does

not alter, In any respect, tlie relationship between tlTe public and the Crown in relation to
beaches

10

11. Existing access in a physical sense (RS [51-[61,181,13/1-[321,1361, [501-154]): The First

Respondents contend that whether PTTblic access and enjoyment of a beach can be

established as a matter of fact is not lipe for final resolution in this case (RS 151). To the

coiTtrary, the Full Court's holding in relation to factual access is a critical aspect of its

construction ofs 212(2). The Full Collrt's statement at CAB 512 11701 is neither "tentative"

nor "obiter": cf RS t501. Its finding that "existing public access and enjoyment" could be

established as a matter of fact in a physical sense and that this would constitute an interest

for the pulpose of s 225(c) of the NTA is the basis for the Full Court's identification ("In

OUT view, they</'ore") of factual access and enjoyment as one of two ways 11T which s 212(2)

applies. \An, }Ile the First Respondents reject the proposition that the Court regarded

confinnation as converting/tic/uczl ciccess into an "interest", they do not then identify the
nature of tl\e interest that purportedIy existed prior to confinnation

12.1n fact, the whole tenor of the First Respondents' submissions is that the Full Couit erred in

finding that access and enjoyment could be established purely as a matter offact (apparently

because purely factual access will have occurred in the exercise of the "mere ability" to

access beaches that is derided by the First Respondents). in an attempt to address this issue,

the First Respondents seek to re-frame what the Full Court decided. Specifically they: seek
to redefine the issue as whether physical access and enjoyment existed as a matter of fact

"or as a matter evidenced by fact" (RS t51); place a serious gloss over what the Full Coint

actnany said at CAB 513 11721, suggesting that physical facts might be ledin SI{pporiq/an

interest or right of access and enjoyment (not as themselves constituting public access and

enjoyment) (RS 161); submit that existing public access and enjoyment must be "discernible

20
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as a matter of law, or mixed fact andlaw" (implicitly, not as ainatter of pure fact) (RS 13/1);

and, most tellingIy, subinit that the descriptioi} of public access anTd enjoyment may be

satisfied by "physical access Ihai evidences a lego/ basis (not the nTere absence of a

prohibition on entry) for the presence or activities of a member of the public on Crown land"

(RS 1361). The attempt to rename the Full Court's reasons by do WITplaying the significance

offactual access confinns that - as a matter of SLibstance - the First RespondeiTts' contention

is that only a legal ItglTt to access and enjoyment of a beach will engage s 212(2). For

reasons already addressed, tlTat leaves the provision effective Iy devoid of contei}t

Second issue: The content of a determination of native title

13. Section 253: As explained in CS 1271-1291, s 14 of the TVAlimits the exercise of anyiTative

title rights to the extent that the exercise of those rights would be inconsistent with the

confinned public access. That has the correlative practical effect of conferring LIPon the

public a privilege or an Innnunity from the exercise of those native title rights . That is

stifficient to fall with11T s 253.1t is irrelevant that the confirmation of existing public access

occurred prior to the making of the dotenninatioiT (cf RS t601)

14. Section 225(c) ORS 16/1-1631: The inclusion of confinned public access aiTd enjoyment as

an interest In a determination of native title would declare to the world the relationship

between the public aiTd the native title holders in relation to beaches, but it does not

otherwise give the public's access and enjoyinent "alegal status as against the whole world"

(cf RS t631). Ifthe effect of a confinnatorylawis to place constraints upon the exercise of

native title rights - at least where those Tights are exclusive, as in this case - it is difficult to

see the rationale for excluding those constraints froiTT the detennination (together with

details of the geographical extent of the constraints)

15. Discretion: It may be doubted whether constraints upon the exercise of native title rights

imposed by a confirmatory law, which do not fonn part of the detennination, can be

characterised as "other details about Ihe delei'miltdtion" within s 193(3) (cf RS 1651)
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